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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

 

Angelo Ferrari gripped the smooth end of the cue as if it was between his legs. He 

concentrated, looked down the shaft, then cracked the cue ball against the thirteen. 

The two spheres clipped, red thirteen dribbling into the side pocket, clean, white ball 

continuing down the felt, off the top cushion, between the two and the five, precisely 

nudging the black into the bottom pocket—game over! 

 ‘Good shot, Mr Ferrari,’ said Gordon Artemis. 

 ‘I never lose in the morning,’ said Ferrari. 

 And no matter how good his opponent was, he never lost in the evening 

either. Some men liked a workshop, others a study, Ferrari preferred his billiard 

room. When he’d hovered over the shoulder of the architect, billiard room was just 

as important as ensuite. It was there that Angelo Ferrari could relax, and when the 

need arose, talk business with the men. The women knew the billiard room was a 

man’s domain. Not that Ferrari didn’t mind them playing, just so long as the only 

time they ever won was when partnering him for a game of doubles or when he was 

giving the coaching which was nothing more than a bit of cheap frottage. He racked 

his cue and pulled up a stool behind the well-stocked bar in the far corner. In the 

adjacent corner was a small glass topped round table with four leather chairs made 

for sinking into, and next to that a sliding door to the timbered patio and barbecue. 

 Artemis followed and placed his muscular rump onto one of the chrome bar 

stools. He helped himself to a cigarette from the tin on the marble topped bar. 

Ferrari lit it for him. It wasn’t the first time Artemis had sat there, enjoying a game 

of pool with Ferrari. Artemis and Claudio Ferrari were university pals, having met 

over a beer and a game of pool. They also shared a common interest for anything 

with a fast motor, women included. Artemis was twenty-two, had a Conan build and 

a scar across his top lip, courtesy of a kick-boxing bout. It was at Angelique Ferrari’s 

fifteenth birthday that Angelo and Artemis had first met. Like Angelo, Artemis just 

had this air about him when he walked into a crowded room. Ferrari saw it and took 

an immediate interest. 

 Rather than wait to be challenged on his table, Ferrari tossed Artemis a cue. 

Artemis grabbed it and swung it like a Jackie Chan fighting stick. 

 ‘Can you hit the ball though, son?’ said Ferrari. 

 Artemis had smiled and said, ‘Would you like a two ball start?’ 

 Ferrari laughed, grouped the balls and broke with a loud crack that sunk 

two big balls into the pocket. ‘That must be my two ball start, you can have a shot 

now. But make it a good one.’ 
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 Artemis studied the table. It looked pretty good. He sank three of his seven 

before missing. Ferrari gulped at his whisky, leant over the table, and continued to 

sink two, then leaving Artemis in a snooker. 

 ‘Nice shot, Mr Ferrari,’ said Artemis. 

 ‘When we are in this room, it is Angelo. You are a good friend of Claudio’s 

and any friend of my son is welcome in my house and my billiard room at any time.’ 

 ‘Just remember one thing,’ interrupted Claudio who had been previously 

more interested in talking to one of his sister’s mini-skirted, high booted friends, ‘my 

father does not like to lose on his own table.’ 

 ‘Ah, Claudio! If I get beat by a better man, then I get beat. I don’t have to win 

all the time.’ 

 ‘Have you ever lost?’ asked Artemis. 

 Ferrari smiled, and the game continued with Artemis left on the black and 

Ferrari still having two to sink to catch up. Artemis thought hard, his fingers feeling 

slippery as he bridged his hand. It was an easy shot for victory. The black went in, 

followed by the cue ball—in-off—Ferrari wins! 

 And from that day Artemis and Ferrari had been close. Although sometimes 

young and reckless, Ferrari liked Artemis’ attitude. It was an attitude that one day 

might be capable of winning on his table. One day. 

 Artemis wanted to be a winner and he knew Ferrari was his key to success. 

He’d heard the stories, he’d seen the busy Lygon Street restaurants find a table 

whenever Ferrari walked in. That was the kind of life he wanted. He was happy to be 

a friend of Ferrari’s but his dream was to be more than just an acquaintance. He 

wanted a piece of the action.  

 Ferrari saw a lot of himself in Artemis and somehow he was willing for him to 

reach that dream. The only problem, Artemis was a big boy with too much youthful 

exuberance. Sometimes, stupid exuberance. But one that could be nurtured with 

the right controls. Ferrari would show him how to never get slippery fingers when 

the game was there to be won. The things he would never teach his son. 

 ‘You come around here on that bike again?’ said Ferrari. 

 ‘Mr Ferrari—Angelo—you know I can’t help myself. I have a bike, I have to 

ride. It’s the wind, the thrill.’ 

 ‘Yes, but the wind is just bullshit when you haven’t got a licenc.’ 

 Artemis looked at the ground. He heard Ferrari rise from his bar-stool and 

clip across the tiled floor. His granite shoulders shivered when Ferrari laid a hand 

on them. 

 ‘You are a good boy, Gordon Artemis. I just don’t like to see you getting into 

trouble. It is not worth your while, is it? But don’t worry, you do the right thing by 

Angelo Ferrari, and Angelo Ferrari does the right thing by you.’ 
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 Artemis lifted his eyes from the shag pile. ‘I haven’t let you down yet, have I?’ 

 Ferrari moved his arm around Artemis. ‘Here, for you.’ From the inside of his 

jacket he removed an envelope. Thicker than a bill or a get well card. It could have 

been a couple of handkerchiefs, but that was unlikely. Angelo Ferrari may have had 

a kind heart, but he was no grandmother. 

 Artemis took the envelope and slipped it into his pocket. 

 ‘You didn’t let the ol’ man win again, did you?’ 

 The pool players turned to the voice from the stairs—Claudio. 

 ‘Fair and square,’ said Artemis. 

 ‘Fair and bloody square,’ said Angelo. ‘Now you two get to bloody university 

or wherever it is you go of a day. And remember, stay out of trouble.’ 

 ‘Always, Mr Ferrari. Always.’ 
 


